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Classic Stone provided us with complete transparency all the way from quarrying the
stone from the mountains, to fabrication, and delivery to the site. They are very knowledgeable
with regards to their product and fabrication, and focused on customer satisfaction.
Joyen Vakil
Sr. Vice President of Design & Development
MGM Resorts International

INSIDE FRONT COVER
BLANK OR WITH PATTERN
They constantly show us that the possibilities are endless. They persistently help us engineer
what we envision for our projects, and they are willing and eager to customize their
fabrication methods. I don’t think we can work with anyone else in the field anymore. I highly recommend

ABOUT US

OUR COMPANY
WHO WE ARE

Classic Stone to anyone in the field of architecture, landscape architecture, or interior design!
Jerry van Eyck
Founding Principal
!melk Landscape Architecture & Urban Design

Classic Stone is a global natural stone provider committed to supply chain
innovation with a quarry-to-project service approach – a unique process designed
to meet vision-specific needs from stone sourcing and spec planning to product
development and site application. We’ve taken control of the stone supply chain by
forming exclusive partnerships in the global stone market and establishing operation
arms that allow for unequaled global reach.

Classic Stone is an honest and reliable supplier that will do their best to meet the industries
demanding time constraints. They have a vast array of samples and sources to ensure
the right material can be found for your project.
Andy Ford
Operations Manager
Gulf Contracting, Co. (WLL)

OUR HISTORY

GLOBAL REACH

Driven by global market shifts and project-focused supply demands, in 2007 Classic Stone set out to
redefine the standard of stone supply for large-scale commercial developers. A deviation away from
mass-product distribution refocused our attention towards operational ingenuity. Step-by-step we
identified and formed partnerships with the entire supply chain and global stone market. With new
operations in place, we expanded our service offerings and began building lasting partnerships by
guiding our clients through our unique process. Since then, we’ve transformed ourselves from a small
product distributor in the Midwest, to a global natural stone provider, and have aligned our commitment
to deliver inspiration fully realized.

We’ve formed partnerships with the entire supply chain and global stone market in order to offer
unequaled global reach. With sales branches and operation arms all over the world, we’re redefining
the standards of customer-direct stone supply on projects of every size, need, and location.

TIMELINE

•
•
•
•
•

2006 Full acquisition complete in Chicago. Supply chain management team is formed
in Ankara.
2008-09 Shift to commercial market/project-driven business. Doha, Qatar office established.
2011 New York office established. Transitioned and implemented service-based approach
globally.
2013 London office established to service the UK and Western Europe.
2016 Corporate rebrand complete.

OUR SUSTAINABILITY
As a staunch advocate for Green Building and sustainability practices, we continually seek to minimize
our impact on the environment and expand our sustainability practice through our products, services,
and people. We’ve been a proud member of the U.S. Green Building Council since 2010, and offer
a variety of paving stones that comply with LEED standards to earn credits for projects aspiring to
achieve certification.

CHICAGO l NEW YORK l LONDON l ANKARA l DOHA

RPSS MODEL & SERVICE APPROACH
At Classic Stone, we carry generations of experience in large-scale development. So we understand,
first-hand, the mountain of decisions that must be made while creating, constructing, and transforming
architectural spaces. Driven by global market shifts and project-focused supply demands, we set out to
redefine the standard of stone supply and eliminate the weight of trade-offs from the process.
We’ve developed the RPSS Advantage Model (Rock Paper Scissors Shoot) with a ‘quarry-to-project’
service approach. Our unique process establishes operational ingenuity by replacing common pain
points typically buried in the stone supply experience with advantages, every step of the way. We’ve
taken control of the stone supply chain, and in doing so, have aligned our commitment to deliver
inspiration fully realized.
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ABOUT US

OUR SERVICES
HOW WE WORK
As natural stone experts, we appreciate stone in raw form, ready to take on the
shape of your inspiration. We don’t own a man-made showroom stocked with a
limited inventory of pre-fabricated products. Instead, we own exclusive partnerships
with quarry sites all around the world. By establishing control over the supply
chain, starting at the source, we’ve created a customer-direct service approach
that eliminates the burden of guesswork from our process and provides unlimited
transparency in its place.

SCISSORS

SHOOT

PRODUCT SOURCING
& FABRICATION

LOGISTICS
& INSTALLATION

STONE SELECTION
During the stone selection process, we extend transparency by
offering unlimited access to the source – because we are the
source. There’s no restriction in our knowledge of the global
stone market, and there’s no limit to the stone we’re able to
provide. Rather than navigate a middleman’s limited network of stone options, our
customer-direct approach allows you to base your selection on the best choice
available from within the entire global stone market.

STONE SAMPLING
As natural stone experts, we appreciate stone in raw form,
ready to take on the shape of your inspiration. There’s no delay
in our knowledge of current quarry production, and there’s no
limit to the stone we’re able to sample. Instead of basing the
development of your project on outdated samples that lack current quarry insight,
we’ll pull stone samples that reflect your full inspiration and the production of the
quarry in real-time so that you can focus on your vision, rather than the guesswork
of a middleman.

SPEC GUIDANCE
We’ve used our experienced-based developer insight to build
a team of stone experts that reflect the knowledge of the
entire stone supply chain. That means the collective expertise
of a developer, quarry owner, stone fabricator, and product
installer are all fully available to you during the specification stage of your
project. We’ll recommend methods and procedures that maintain the full integrity
of your inspiration, account for every relevant detail, and close all the gaps that
allow room for oversight to affect your bottom-line.

SPEC BRIEFING
At Classic Stone, you won’t experience a salesman’s conflicting
interest rushing you through the specification process. Our
team of stone experts can provide unbiased stone tests
and application mockups that thoroughly consider every
influence and factor that may compromise your project. We’ll back you with the
measurable expertise of the entire supply chain and pave your development of
specifications with confidence and partnership, rather than oversight.

PRODUCT SOURCING
We’ve taken ownership of the supply chain and placed your
inspiration at the center of our commitment. That means,
we understand not every project-specific need requires the
development of a custom stone product. We’ll use our supply
chain expertise and global reach to navigate the stone market and source any
stone product that maintains the integrity of your inspiration and bottom-line,
minus the compromises in quality or cost.

PRODUCT FABRICATION
Our global manufacturing operations are dedicated to our
customer’s vision-specific needs and marked by efficiency.
You won’t have to compromise the integrity of your
inspiration with a cookie-cutter production system or grapple
with the scheduling constraints of a third-party fabricator. We’ve implemented
production systems that allow for exceptional flexibility and quality control
in order to deliver your custom stone product right when you need it, just as
expected, and free of common contingencies holding up development.

SITE LOGISTICS
We’ve taken control of the supply chain by establishing
global logistics standards that extend our accountability
all the way to the square footage of your site’s
development. Our team will navigate, manage,
and coordinate the logistics of stone material from shipping and customs
clearance to inland trucking and warehouse staging. This finely-tuned,
streamlined process will ensure the development of your project is never
delayed.

SITE INSTALLATION
Rather than fulfilling product orders with an “out of
sight, out of mind” approach, our commitment is to the
realization of your inspiration, because we understand a
stone product’s value is measured in the finished square
footage of your site, not the packaged product that is on its way. During the
site installation process, we’ll employ highly skilled stone masons, backed by
the expertise of the entire stone supply chain.

SUPPLY CHAIN INNOVATION

F RO M Q UA R RY TO P RO J EC T

INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

OUR STONE
WHAT WE OFFER
You won’t find a stocked warehouse of pre-fabricated products at Classic Stone.
Instead, you’ll meet a team of ‘quarry-to-project’ stone experts ready to guide you
through the process of creating custom stone as unique as your inspiration.

GRANITE

BASALT

QUARTZ

Comprised of quartz, feldspar, and mica, granite is marked by large
visible grains, and is available in a multitude of rich colors. One of
the strongest natural stones, granite is resistant to water, scratches,
and cracks. Its ability to withstand extreme heat makes it a perfect
worktop. Granite can also be used in exterior and interior cladding,
flooring in heavy traffic areas, countertops, bathrooms, indoor pools,
and many other projects.

Basalt is a dark matte stone formed from volcanic magma. It is
found in shades of gray and black, and is ideal for exterior projects.
Historically used as a reinforcement material, basalt has a high level
of tensile strength capable of withstanding extreme temperature
and heavy commercial traffic. It requires less maintenance than other
natural stone and can be used for exterior structures or decoratively in
tiling, countertops, wall panel, or fireplaces.

TRAVERTINE

LIMESTONE

MARBLE

ONYX

CARVED STONE

Limestone is a sedimentary rock found in ocean, lake and cave floors.
It is admired for its distinct markings with veins of calcium deposits and
fossilized shell fragments running vividly throughout. While naturally a
white stone, limestone can be supplied in shades of brown, yellow, red,
gray, and black. Its strength, density, and resiliency make it ideal for
interior and exterior applications.

Marble, a derivative of limestone, is a timeless stone with a rich
aesthetic, varying in colors with high contrast streaks coursing
throughout its composition. Structurally, it is a moderately firm stone
and is suited more for interior projects. Marble is an excellent choice
for bathroom installations, interior cladding, fireplaces, countertops, and
commercial and residential flooring where heavy traffic may occur.

A type of limestone, travertine is coveted for the timeless and natural
quality it brings to a space. It is a softer stone characterized by its
pitted surface, providing a unique and raw appearance. It is best
suited for interior projects, cladding, and low traffic flooring. However,
when treated and sealed, its range of applications, appearance,
and aesthetic can drastically change even taking on the luxe feel of
marble when polished.

Onyx is one of the most desirable and luxurious stones in the industry.
With intense colors and unique band formations, it is often used with
lighting or backlighting to enhance its natural beauty. Onyx is one
of the more delicate natural stones, making its uses very specific to
its nature, and can be used for walls, countertops, and decorative
accent pieces.

Quartz is mined and manufactured for its beauty and durability.
While it’s often designed to resemble granite or marble, there is
generally a consistency in the coloration that is not found in natural
stone slabs. Quartz, which gives granite its hardness, is ideal for even
the most high-traffic, commercial zones; but its low maintenance,
bacteria-resistant properties make it an increasingly popular choice for
residential spaces as well.

Our exclusive Carved Stone collection features artistic designs carved
from natural stone. Choose from a variety of templates or get creative
with our custom design options. This collection can be used for
flooring and wall applications.

10 SULLIVAN
NEW YORK l NEW YORK

A modern and elegant 16-story condominium
project in the heart of Soho. The flatironshaped tower features neoclassical elegance
with contemporary aspects, while honoring
the neighborhoods rich architectural legacy.

P O RT FO L I O

OUR WORK
WORK WE DO
We have redefined the stone supply process to offer an unparalleled experience for
customers with vision-specific needs of every size and location. Our stone experts
are ready to guide you every step of the way through the process.

The specifications required sourcing from
four different countries with a clearly defined
vision for the natural stone elements. A mockup was prepared on-site in New York, along
with control samples at each of the factories,
to ensure the rigid specifications for the
stonework were being met at all times.
STO N E :
Marble | Limestone | Slate | Basalt | Travertine
F U R N I S H & I N S TA L L

		 S Q U A R E F E E T
35,000
		Interior Stone

212 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK l NEW YORK

The ornate, century-old building in the Flatiron
district is being converted into 48 luxury
residences with a unique combination of
modern and neo-medieval design elements.
With breathtaking views of Manhattan from all
angles, the interior specification flaunts a mix
of marble, limestone and granite with clean,
chic lines.
Some of the worlds most luxurious and sought
after natural stone can be seen throughout this
development. Twelve different stones were
sourced from six different countries making this
project extremely complicated from a supply
chain perspective.

STO N E :
Marble | Limestone | Granite | Glass Stone
F U R N I S H & I N S TA L L

		 S Q U A R E F E E T
		
90,000
		Interior Stone

ESKENAZI
HOSPITAL

INDIANAPOLIS l INDIANA
Classic Stone worked closely with HOK,
project architect, to create the impressive
donor wall in the main entrance of the
hospital. This unique tiered panel system was
customized at our factory to ensure a smooth
installation on-site. Our Tundra Gray marble
was used in both polished and honed finishes
with staggered and varied thicknesses to
create a multidimensional design.
STO N E :
Marble

S U P P LY P R O J E C T

		

UNIVERSITY OF
CHICAGO |
LOGAN CENTRE
FOR THE ARTS
CHICAGO l ILLINOIS

UChicago’s new art center provides a vital
new gathering space for Chicago’s arts
community. The 11-story building features
184,000 sq ft of mixed-use space, including
classrooms, studios, rehearsal rooms,
and exhibition and performance spaces.
The elegant building design features a
combination of glass and stone.
STO N E :
Limestone

S U P P LY P R O J E C T

9,000

		 S Q U A R E F E E T
		Interior Stone

90,000

SQ UA R E F E E T
Exterior Stone

25 BEACON

BOSTON l MASSACHUSETTS
Located at the pinnacle of Beacon Hill,
25 Beacon is situated in the very heart of
Boston with arguably the best views in the
city. Across from Boston Commons and
adjacent to the Massachusetts State House,
this historical building boasts six exclusive
homes with the finest, most luxurious finishes
and fixtures.
STO N E :
Limestone | Marble | Granite

S U P P LY P R O J E C T

5,000

SQ UA R E F E E T
Interior Stone

DEPAUL UNIVERSITY
THEATRE SCHOOL

QATAR
NATIONAL BANK

DePaul University’s new theatre school is located
on the Lincoln Park Campus in Chicago, Illinois.
The new five-story building features a 250seat theatre and a 100-seat flexible black box
theatre. Additional spaces include rehearsal
studios, costume and make-up rooms, lighting
laboratories and more. Classic Stone provided
over 50,000 sq ft of cladding stone for the new
school, which is a combination of Luna Pearl
granite and Limra limestone.

Classic Stone has been the preferred natural
stone supplier since the beginning of Qatar
National Bank’s (QNB) expansion program in
2011. We have completed over 15 branches
throughout Qatar with many more under
design and construction. The branches are
uniquely appointed using high-end finishes
with contemporary, trendsetting designs.

CHICAGO l ILLINOIS

STO N E :
Granite | Limestone

DOHA l QATAR

STO N E :
Marble | Limestone | Travertine | Onyx
Basalt | Glass Stone

S U P P LY P R O J E C T S
S U P P LY P R O J E C T

50,000

SQ UA R E F E E T
Exterior Stone

150,000

SQ UA R E F E E T
Interior Stone

LAGOONA MALL
DOHA l QATAR

The Lagoona Mall is quickly becoming a local
favorite for shopping and dining in Qatar.
Located in West Bay Lagoon, the mall features
a mix of retail, spas, dining venues, coffee
shops, and service kiosks.
Classic Stone has been working on various
renovations over the past few years as the
shopping center continues to grow and
expand. The stone work included marble
tiles, both standard and water jet cuts, and
decorative mosaic columns.
STO N E :
Marble

THE CENTER FOR
ADVANCED CARE
CHICAGO l ILLINOIS

The new $100 million Center for Advanced
Care at Advocate Illinois Masonic Medical
Center recently opened in Chicago’s Lakeview
neighborhood. The three-story, 164,000 sq ft
state-of-the-art outpatient facility features
cutting-edge oncology, gastroenterology, and
surgical care. CAC is adjacent to Advocate
Illinois Masonic’s existing hospital. Connecting
the two buildings is a winding pathway that
features a curved landscape wall adorned
with CS White granite in a sandblasted finish.
STO N E :
Granite

S U P P LY P R O J E C T
S U P P LY P R O J E C T

48,000

SQ UA R E F E E T
Interior Stone

1,000

SQ UA R E F E E T
Exterior Stone

LAS VEGAS BLVD
RENOVATIONS
& THE PARK
LAS VEGAS l NEVADA

MGM Resorts’ $500 million development took
nearly three years to complete and was
divided into phases, spanning over 13 acres.
The first phase included a large renovation
and redesign of the frontage zones at
the Monte Carlo and New York-New York
resorts. Nestled between the two properties
is an immersive outdoor complex, flowing
seamlessly to the new 20,000-seat T-Mobile
arena. The Park features dining pavilions, retail
outlets, performance spaces, and an oasis of
desert inspired landscape.
STO N E :
Marble | Granite | Travertine

S U P P LY P R O J E C T

248,000

SQ UA R E F E E T
Exterior Stone

11 HOWARD
HOTEL

NEW YORK l NEW YORK
RFR, Manhattan-based real estate investment,
development, and management company,
has expanded their hospitality portfolio in
New York City. 11 Howard has been getting
a lot of buzz in the media, and rightly so, as
this upscale boutique hotel in Soho is destined
to become a classic! The interior design
elements, designed by Anda Andrei Design
and SPACE Copenhagen, are innovative and
unique, “where Scandinavian minimalist meets
New York realism.”
STO N E :
Marble | Granite | Quarry Tile | Porcelain

F U R N I S H & I N S TA L L

221

H OT E L RO O M S
Interior Stone

KEHILAT CHOVEVEI
TZIO SYNAGOGUE
SKOKIE l ILLINOIS

The new Orthodox Jewish synagogue in the
city of Skokie, a suburb located 15 miles from
downtown Chicago, is complete. The new
31,000 sq ft facility was built in five months and
features two beautifully designed sanctuaries.
Classic Stone worked closely with local
architect, Arzoumanian & Co, during the design
and specification of the exterior building stone.
In the end, Cream marble was selected for the
building cladding in a unique brushed finish.
STO N E :
Marble

S U P P LY P R O J E C T

SQ UA R E F E E T
38,000
		Exterior Stone

THE CURVE HOTEL
DOHA l QATAR

The Curve Hotel, developed by Ezdan, is the
newest addition to West Bay’s hotel scene.
The unique arched structure imitates the
curvature of the Corniche shoreline and offers
unbelievable sea views from every angle. With
over 600 guest rooms, the property also caters
to local residents with serviced apartments.
The interiors are contemporary and fresh with
classic Arabian touches. Gray Wood stone
flows throughout the lobby, with an eyecatching herringbone pattern on the floor, and
flawless vein continuation throughout
the space.
STO N E :
Travertine | Wood Stone

HILTON
DOWNTOWN
COLUMBUS HOTEL
COLUMBUS l OHIO

The Hilton Columbus Downtown hotel is
nestled in the urban hub of Columbus, close
to dining, shops, the Convention Center, and
The Ohio State University. The contemporary
space features over 500 rooms, 48 suites, and
over 22,000 sq ft of additional meeting and
convention space. Shadow and Tundra Gray
marble were used for tiles, wall cladding,
columns, and stairways. The two stones pair
well together and can be found throughout
the lobby, restaurant, and atrium areas.
STO N E :
Marble

S U P P LY P R O J E C T
S U P P LY P R O J E C T

23,000

SQ UA R E F E E T
Interior Stone

9,000

SQ UA R E F E E T
Interior Stone

TURKISH EMBASSY
DOHA l QATAR

The new Turkish Embassy and Ambassador’s
house is quickly becoming the ‘embassy
trend-setter’ in Qatar, featuring high-end marbles
from Turkey and Spain.
For the exterior elements, a mix of marble pavers
were used for the entrance, walkways, and
vehicular areas. Crema Marfil marble was used
for the interior flooring with Dark Emperador
marble complementing as a border. Custom
yellow limestone benches were designed and
installed in the recreational area.
STO N E :
Marble | Limestone

GENERAL
AUTHORITY
OF CUSTOMS
DOHA l QATAR

The new office for the General Authority of
Customs is located in the Golden Gulf Tower in
Doha’s business district of West Bay. The fit-out
was recently completed by Depa Qatar, main
contractor for the project. Classic Stone
collaborated with Qatar Design Consortium,
interior designer and consultant, to provide
stone recommendations and solutions for four
different floors in the building.
STO N E :
Marble | Granite | Onyx

S U P P LY P R O J E C T
S U P P LY P R O J E C T

50,000

SQ UA R E F E E T
Interior & Exterior Stone

43,000

SQ UA R E F E E T
Interior Stone

PIAZZA SECCHIA
GRAND RAPIDS l MICHIGAN

The quality of work and level of support has been exceptional,
rightfully establishing Classic Stone as one of MGM’s trusted stone contractors.

Located between the cathedral and St.
Andrew’s School, the Italian-style piazza
serves as a park-like setting for religious
celebration and events.

Russ Davis
VP of Construction
MGM Resorts International

This special public gathering space is
modeled after Michelangelo’s Piazza del
Campidoglio in Rome. The oval design uses
charcoal-tinted pavers contrasted with our
Cappuccino marble for a gorgeous color
combination.

Many developers share the concept that well designed and executed kitchens and baths
are the essential factors, along with two non-construction points, location and views, to
promote a healthy sales and marketing program. The work Classic Stone performed easily
met this high standard. From procurement, to fabrication, installation, and pricing, we found

S T O N E : Marble

them to be first rate. I will use them on my next jobs.

S U P P LY P R O J E C T

5,000

Robert Gladstone
Owner
Madison Equities

SQ UA R E F E E T
Exterior Stone
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Q UA R RIE S

STO N E LI N ES

SALES O F F I CES

SO LUT I O N

We’ve taken full ownership

We carry six major stone lines

We’ve established sales offices

Our service approach

of the source to provide

and can provide both interior

globally in order to meet the

ingenuity delivers a customer

transparency and

and exterior stone products for

ever-expanding needs of our

direct ‘quarry-to-project’

accountability from the

any project-specific need.

growing customer base.

solution all under one name.

quarry to the project.
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